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Summary from last time

#

+ Pn(IR) T1f) = f

⑳eigenvalve
f (N=-x8
zo(T)= soan (513)

B = [I] is
an ordered basis for E.CTI

=>intlsfwhiS1] 1
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Is T diagonalizable? We would need

a basic consisting of 3 eigenvectors for P2(R)

to diagonalize T.

No! T is not diagonalizable.



Lemma: Let T:VU be a linear

-

transformation where V is a rector space

over a field F. Let VisVegooo, Vr

be eigenvectors of 7
with eigenvalves

x1,12, ... do where deed; if it 5.

Then VisVz,0.Ur are linearly independent.

This is saying that engenvectors
from

Cdifferent eigenspaces are linearly
independent)

#induction:
Let's induce this!
-m

We induct on 5.

Buscase: Suppose r
= 1.

So we have one eigenvector V,
with eigenvalves,

Since v, is an eigenvector, we know v, f8

By HW 2 #6, Ev) is a linearly
independent

set of rectors.



Induction hypothesis Suppose any K eigenvectors
#

distinct eigenvalves are linearly
independent.

Now prove for
Rt1: Suppose V.,V2, ....UnsUm+
-

are eigenvectors with corresponding eigenvalves

↓, X2,000, XR, Xr+
where deF; if iF]

·TheequationonCurmz5(*)

<1,22,000,
Cm+1CF.

where

We must
show (,F0,22=0, ... (m+izO

is the

only solution
to (A).

Apply to (A) and use TV= xeVi

#isoilortoset toseeXutiVatsEE*

Wing(CA)byusirYWtVatCutXUtiVme-O



*AgixSmtUtr.tCulDuutue.***
By the induction hypothesis V,,V2, .... In one linearly

independent, and
therefore thus hence we have

c,(x,-/r+1) = 0
< (x2-xx+1) = 0

: ·

Cr)/u-xK+1) = 0

Sincelifttoseeto
Plug this back into (a)

to get that

Ch+1Vn+c = if

Since Vma, is an eigenvector, VmFO

Thus,o
So, the only solution to (A) is (c= .. . =Cm+i0.

So, V,,Ve,..., Van are line, Ind. By induction
we're

done



tem: Let U be a finite-dimensional

rector space over a field F. Let TiVtr

be a linear transformation

Let n=dim
(VI.

Let 11, 12,000, Ir
be the distinct eigenvalues

of T.

Let M,Me, .... Go
be the geometric

multiplicities

of the eigenvalves, that
is n=din (Ex.stl).

For each i, let

B== [VisisVins ... Vesn]
be an

ordered basis
for Exe (T).

Let B = B,VBzV...UBr
-[risis Vizs000s",n.,

8
basis for Ext

VesisVusus....Vu,nes
basis for Exult)

:
·

Vrc,Vring..., Vr,mjbasis for th

Then, 3 forms a linearly independent
set.

3But I might not be a basis for V.



Moreover, B is a basis for V

iff M, +Retooo +Mr
= M

iff T is diagonalizable.


